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Dear Parents,

Greeting to all you, our current and new families. We

had such a nice October, but November is feeling a

lot different. Please remember to dress your children

for the rain weather, because little hands and feet

get cold easily.

Please take time to review your child progress on

meeting that was provided at the 1 on 1 parents

guidance to achieve your child learning goals. Your

child learning doesn’t stop at school; it continues on.

So please continue to participate and involve in your

child learning even back at home. You play the

biggest role in your child growth. You can start with

a simple question “What are you learning in school?.

Beside that, please make sure that you are checking

your child’s assignments that are suggested by

teachers regularly. For children above 3 years old,

continue to motivate them to finish S1 and S2.

It is my expectation for our teachers and staff to

ensure that all of our children and parents are

engaged in a meaningful teaching and learning,

that always expand the brain capacity.

As always, I appreciate your support to always ignite

learning and growing together in Heguru.

Warmest Regards,

Mr.Suryanto Lim

http://www.heguruacademy.com/
mailto:info@heguruacademy.com
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“Think twice before you speak, because your words and influence will plant the

seed of either success or failure in the mind of another.” – Napoleon Hill

Words have power. Our words have the ability to deeply hurt another human

being or hinder progress, or to encourage and uplift a person’s spirits. As a parent,

your words have tremendous potential in shaping how your child views himself and

the world.

We list down 10 phrases and questions that will help you to build into your

children’s lives in positive ways.

1. I love you
To say that Asians are just not as expressive as our Western counterparts is a thinly

veiled excuse for our passivity as parents. Our kids are searching for love, and

surely the best place they can get it from is from you, their parent. Tell your kids

how much you love them – not just on special occasions, but every day.

2. I will be here
When your child is going into unfamiliar territory or fearful about something, this is

one of the best things you can say. Instead of promising all kinds of rewards or

delivering ultimatums, assure your child that you are for him and cheering him on –

whether or not he does good or bad. Your presence matters to your child so much

more than any gifts money can buy.
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3. How was your day?
We all view our experiences through our own personal lenses, and your child is no

different. Even if you have spent the whole day with her, chances are that her

take-away from the experiences shared are different than what you had. And if

your child is in school, that’s a few hours of time when she has been making

memories apart from you that you don’t know about. Taking the time to find out

how your child feels about her day is a great way to keep the connection strong.

4. Please wait
So many things are instant this day, at the touch of a button or swipe across the

keypad. Our children need to learn the beauty of patience and the value of

delayed gratification, and this is one lesson that simply can’t wait. The next time

your child asks for something and you’re tempted to drop what you’re doing and

come to his aid, ask yourself if the need is really urgent. If not, why not say “Please

wait”?

5. It’s okay to be sad / mad / scared / glad
Our children need to have their feelings validated, but too often we ask them to

suppress how they really feel. For instance, when our child is afraid to go into a dark

room, we say “Don’t need to be scared, it’s nothing!” Or when one child snatches

a toy away from his sibling, we might say “Don’t get angry with him, he’s your

younger brother.” In these scenarios, we are effectively telling our kids that (1) their

feelings don’t matter and (2) they should not be feeling these things – and this

message can have grave implications for how our children make sense of their

emotions and decide on their best course of action in life. Instead, acknowledge

your child’s emotions and coach him to find handles to manage his response. For

example “I know you’re scared of the dark. What will make you feel brave enough

to go into the room?”
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6. I’m sorry, will you forgive me?
We always ask our kids to apologize for their mistakes, but we adults often go scot-

free when we’ve messed up an appointment time or packed too many activities

into our child’s day. Be mindful of occasions when you could have done better,

and be humble enough to apologize to your child. This models repentance for

them, and reminds them that everyone makes mistakes once in a while.

7. I believe in you
Our children need us to be their biggest fans, without buttering up a swollen ego.

On the one hand, don’t be over-generous and general with your praise. On the

other hand, avoid praise only for success or accomplishments – remember to let

your child that you believe in him even before the task is attempted – simply

because you believe he can.

8. Go for it!
This is similar to the statement above, but it’s a little more than just cheering your

child on. Challenge your child to do hard things, to reach for new goals. Things like

music lessons, taking part in competitions, learning a new sport – the going may

get tough, but such experiences teach our children (and ourselves!) the invaluable

lessons of patience, perseverance, resilience and courage.

9. Wow, how did you do that!
Ask this question to your child and watch their little chest puff up with joy and pride

– in a good way. Don’t take for granted those activities that we do so easily and

forget to see the hard work, creativity and initiative your child invested into making

it happen. Like her putting on her own shoes when you said it was time to go out.

Or him managing to follow the instructions in his Lego kit manual.

10. I’m proud of you
Our children are bombarded by all manner of messages every day – from us, from

their peers, from teachers and from the media. Messages that tell them they are

not good enough, or not clever enough, or not popular enough. A little bit of

encouragement goes a long way. So encourage, encourage, encourage.

Source: https://thenewageparents.com/10-empowering-phrases-all-children-need-

to-hear-from-their-parents/
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NEW RECORD ACHIEVEMENT!
The 14th PAD Course - Right Brain Memory Card until 650 Sheets
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Birthdays of the Month
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In every Heguru lesson, we are always using clock to

teach students about time. The type of clock that Heguru

uses is analog clock. Why? Because analog clocks help

children understand the passage of time because they have

hands that are consistently moving. Analog clocks also show

time in multiples of five, which shows the minutes.

Telling time is an important thing to know how to do

and can be very useful in daily life. Once you've learned how

to read a clock, you can put your skills to good use.
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LITERACY

• Recognizing alphabets
• Remembering 1 syllable words
• Matching objects

KNOWLEDGE

• Learning the concept of mirror
• Learning body parts

NUMERACY

• Recognizing shapes
• Comparison of size
• Learning about circles

MOTOR SKILLS

• Brain gym game and move
fingers one by one

ESP

• Play guessing game

LITERACY

• Word chain
• Sounds of various animal
• Learning about transportation

KNOWLEDGE

• Learning body parts using
skeletons

• Recognizing the name of body
parts

• Matching pictures

NUMERACY

• Writing numbers 1-5

• Connecting dots
• Learning the concept of number

until 10

MOTOR SKILLS

• Do brain gym by moving their
body opposite the instructions

MEMORY

• Remember and recall the 
pictures shown to improve 
memorization ability

LITERACY 

• Learn about the characteristics
of insects

• Play game of finding words
• Know the things that related to

a specific job
• Learn about words that end

with the same letter

KNOWLEDGE

• Learning about skeleton
• Learning about opposite

direction

• Learn about figures by using
origami paper

MOTOR SKILLS

• Do brain gym by moving their 
body opposite the instructions

NUMERACY

• Learning shapes by using 
origami papers

• Learning complement from 1-10
• Learning the concept of number 

by objects
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Dates to Remember

14 November 2018 at. 11.15 am Heguru Method Introduction

17 November 2018 at. 04.30 pm Heguru Method Introduction

20 November 2018 Birthday of The Prophet Muhammad SAW

Every Wednesday at. 10.00 am Brain tour

Every Saturday at. 4.30 pm Brain tour


